
 

We wish the President and the First Lady a full and 

speedy recovery. This is another stark reminder that 

no one is immune from #COVID19. Please keep 

them in your prayers. 

 

https://twitter.com/hashtag/COVID19?src=hashtag_click


“If ye love wealth better than liberty, the tranquility of 
servitude better than the animating contest of freedom, go 

home from us in peace.  We ask not your counsels or 
arms.  Crouch down and lick the hands which feed 
you.  May your chains set lightly upon you, and may 

posterity forget that ye were our countrymen.” 

~ Samuel Adams ~ 

Canada 

This is what’s wrong with Canada 

 Your skin colour and sexual orientation are more important than your 
values, principles and skills; 

 Banning guns for lawful citizens is more important than fighting gang 
violence and weapons trafficking; 

 Our Eastern provinces are more important than our Western 
provinces; 

 UN refugees and illegal immigrants are more important than legal 
immigrants and Canadian citizens; 

 Protecting a farmer’s cartel is more important than offering cheaper 
products to Canadians; 

 Giving millions to convicted terrorists is more important than treating 
our veterans with dignity; 

 Imposing a carbon tax on Canadians is more important than finding 
the real causes of climate change; 

 Children’s’ sexualisation and sex change are more important than 
kids’ education and character building; 

 The United Nations demands are more important than our 
sovereignty and our people; 

 Press and social media censorship are more important than our 
constitution and free speech; 

 Legalizing marijuana and abortion is more important than fighting 
drug addiction and rape; 



 Politicians attending pride parades are more important than 
politicians balancing the budget; 

 Sending billions to Africa is more important than helping our 
indigenous communities and seniors; 

 Transwomen in women’s competitions is more important than the 
rights women have gained;  

 NGO’s and radical activists are more important than pipelines and our 
economic development; 

 Accepting other countries’ cultures is more important than preserving 
Canadian culture. 
 

This is what’s wrong with Canada 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkX3HXkejzk 

Civil-liberties groups caution against ‘extreme’ 
COVID measures in Quebec 

 
Public Security Minister Geneviève Guilbault said the fines could go as high 
as $1,600, when fees are added. Last night, the province also empowered 
police to obtain “tele-warrants,” which allow them to enter people’s homes 
to enforce lockdown orders — something that’s open to “very real potential 
for abuse,” Zwibel said. She said people who are used to a police presence 
in their neighbourhood would be “chilled” by such entry by police, who are 
more likely to target “racialized” and marginalized groups. 

https://ipolitics.ca/2020/10/01/civil-liberties-groups-caution-against-
extreme-covid-measures-in-quebec/ 

There is a socialist coup unfolding in Canada, and 
we taxpayers are funding it 

Canadians rightly fear that this authoritarian socialist agenda will be so 
insidious; there will be no need to throw dissenters in jail because new 
societal protocols can be put in place and those who fail to obey the ever-
changing societal “norms” can simply be fined or jailed for minor 
infractions. Every socialist state has two sets of rules — one for those 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkX3HXkejzk
https://ipolitics.ca/2020/10/01/civil-liberties-groups-caution-against-extreme-covid-measures-in-quebec/
https://ipolitics.ca/2020/10/01/civil-liberties-groups-caution-against-extreme-covid-measures-in-quebec/


connected with politicians and bureaucrats, and another for the ordinary 
person. The fear is that Canada will be no different. 

https://nationalpost.com/opinion/leslyn-lewis-there-is-a-socialist-coup-
unfolding-in-canada 

The great divide between Edmonton and Ottawa 

The bureaucracy's advice to cabinet ministers as well as administrative 
decisions is made through an ideological lens that prioritizes national unity, 
and national unity is understood as keeping Quebecers happy. The 
concerns of Western Canada (and Atlantic Canada) are decidedly 
secondary. As Donald Savoie observes: "The votes for winning power in 
Ottawa are in Ontario and Quebec; the senior bureaucracy straddles the 
Ontario-Quebec border and the national media speak from these two 
provinces." In other words, official bilingualism was never just about 
language. It was - and is - about the ideology of a Quebec-centric national 
unity and its promotion by a powerful and permanent bureaucracy. 

https://nationalpost.com/opinion/ted-morton-the-great-divide-between-
edmonton-and-ottawa  

Does Justin Trudeau really hate oil — or just 
Alberta? 

On last night's episode of The Ezra Levant Show, we looked at Justin 
Trudeau's cabinet. Steven Guilbeault, the heritage minister who still sits in 
cabinet to talk about everything else, he was literally arrested, charged and 
convicted of a crime in his environmental extremism. His whole life has 
been dedicated to wiping out Alberta oil. That’s why Trudeau cancelled the 
northern gateway pipeline, and cancelled the Energy East pipeline, and has 
delayed the Trans Mountain pipeline. They hate oil. 

https://www.rebelnews.com/does_justin_trudeau_really_hate_oil 

Trump rubberstamps new Alaska to Alberta rail line 
— but Canada needs a ‘Gender Based Analysis’ to 
approve 

https://nationalpost.com/opinion/leslyn-lewis-there-is-a-socialist-coup-unfolding-in-canada
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/leslyn-lewis-there-is-a-socialist-coup-unfolding-in-canada
https://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=9910096&msgid=441603&act=MT5M&c=1483386&destination=https%3A%2F%2Fnationalpost.com%2Fopinion%2Fted-morton-the-great-divide-between-edmonton-and-ottawa&cf=8953&v=c7fac842ce1c7667f8cc673ee4019d206e29c3085f9b639129025c16b22c7508
https://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=9910096&msgid=441603&act=MT5M&c=1483386&destination=https%3A%2F%2Fnationalpost.com%2Fopinion%2Fted-morton-the-great-divide-between-edmonton-and-ottawa&cf=8953&v=c7fac842ce1c7667f8cc673ee4019d206e29c3085f9b639129025c16b22c7508
https://www.rebelnews.com/ezra_levant_show_september_28_2020
https://www.rebelnews.com/the_ezra_levant_show
https://www.rebelnews.com/does_justin_trudeau_really_hate_oil


Trump has approved the Alberta-Alaska rail project but before the rail line 
can be built, it will need approval from the Canadian side, and that means 
jumping through the hoops of Gender-Based Analysis Plus (GBA+). 

 “Before Alberta is allowed to take advantage of 260,000km of track, a $22 
billion construction project... we have to go through former environment 
minister Catherine McKenna's process of making sure that no women and 
sexual minorities' feelings are hurt before they can start construction.” 

https://www.rebelnews.com/trump_rubberstamps_new_alaska_to_alberta_
rail_line_but_canada_needs_a_gender_based_analysis_to_approve 

Liberal Government Stopping Provinces From Buying 

Rapid Virus Tests 

While Canadians seek access to rapid CCP Virus testing, the Liberal 
government is blocking provinces from getting those tests. According to a 
CP report, Manitoba is trying to purchase the tests, but the Liberal 
government won’t allow them: He says the federal government is insisting 
on controlling the supply and allocating shipments to the provinces. 

Throughout the CCP Virus Crisis, the Liberal government has been 
obsessed with centralizing control, with their lust for power only matched 
by their incompetence. 

https://spencerfernando.com/2020/10/02/report-liberal-government-
stopping-provinces-from-buying-rapid-virus-tests/ 

#YahooNation defies Doug Ford's restrictions; 
holds what could be Canada's largest anti-
lockdown protest yet 

While Premier Ford wants people to self-isolate and bake cherry 
cheesecakes, #YahooNation congregated and marched maskless through 
the streets of downtown Toronto. And apparently they plan to do so again 
next Saturday. Bottom line: a victory was scored for freedom of speech, 
freedom of expression and freedom of assembly. 

https://www.rebelnews.com/yahoo_nation_defies_doug_fords_restrictions_
holds_what_could_be_canadas_largest_anti_lockdown_protest_yet 

https://www.rebelnews.com/trump_approves_alberta-alaska_rail_project_to_move_oil_resources
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Canadian Constitutional Lawyer, Rocco Galati:  
Lockdown Measures Violate our Constitutional 
Rights 

Listen to a Bright Light News exclusive interview with celebrated Canadian 
constitutional lawyer, Rocco Galati, as he reminds Canadians that the 
Constitution was created, not to protect the government from citizens, but 
to protect Canadians from the government. The governments’ Covid-19 
lockdown measures have been sweeping and affect every aspect of most 
Canadians' lives, from receiving healthcare to earning a livelihood and 
having their children attend schools with policies created under the "new 
normal." But are they warranted and, more importantly, constitutional? Mr. 
Galati explains how the Canadian, Ontario and Toronto governments have 
enforced unconstitutional emergency measures that violate our guaranteed 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9fb0EQx-9_8&feature=youtu.be 

Trudeau not Trump is the real threat to freedom 
and democracy 

Trudeau shut down Parliament in the midst of his heavy-handed economic 
lockdowns, claiming it was unsafe for Parliamentarians to gather in the 
House of Commons. While hidden away from the scrutiny of opposition 
MPs, Trudeau unveiled the largest increase in spending in Canadian 
history. He spent hundreds of billions of dollars in a matter of weeks, and 
did so without the usual Parliamentary oversight, transparency or 
accountability 

https://tnc.news/2020/09/27/trudeau-not-trump-is-the-real-threat-to-
freedom-and-democracy/ 

Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms 

On September 23, 2020 over 300 people joined a Justice Centre Zoom 
event.  Several attendees requested a list of helpful sources of information 
cited by Barbara Kay in her presentation. 

https://www.jccf.ca/barbara-kays-freedom-resources 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9fb0EQx-9_8&feature=youtu.be
https://tnc.news/2020/09/27/trudeau-not-trump-is-the-real-threat-to-freedom-and-democracy/
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https://www.jccf.ca/barbara-kays-freedom-resources


 

 

C3RF Update –2 October 2020 

This week's update analyzes the first Charter Rights case in Canada's new 
pandemic era.  This case involved a Nova Scotia woman desperate to 
attend her mother's funeral in Newfoundland and Labrador.  She was 
refused by the province as her travel was deemed "non-essential" and a 
threat to public safety.  She believed her Charter Rights to mobility and 
liberty were abused by the decision and the judge agreed - even as he 
ruled the abuse was warranted and a "demonstrably justified" 
limitation.  Thing is, was the judge working with bogus data and tainted 
modeling.  Did he apply a "precautionary principle" meant to protect the 
"common good" in a less than comprehensive fashion?  Read on. 
 
C3RF Member Update - 02 Oct, 2020 
 

 

 
BC Legal Action. Stop the Inhumane Isolation of 
the Elderly 
 
Nurses working in care homes are reporting that the elderly are dying 
alone. They are not dying as a result of Covid-19, but as a result of old 
age. This is nothing new, but what is new is that they are being denied the 
physical, emotional, and spiritual comfort of family and friends. Sadly, 

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/c3rf-member-update-02-oct-2020


many more are reportedly dying of loneliness due to the extreme isolation 
measures.  

https://action4canada.com/bc-legal-action-fundraising-because-we-care-

about-our-elderly/ 

Top Election Stories 

  

The First Debate  
 

“I love argument, I love debate. I don’t expect anyone just 
to sit there and agree with me; that’s not their job.” 

~ Margaret Thatcher ~ 
 

“When I awoke on Wednesday morning, I received the following from a friend, 
a former British jurist now retired and living in Switzerland: “There can be no 
greater symbol of American decline than the sight of those two elderly 
gentlemen slugging it out without dignity or sell-restraint.” 
  
It is hard to disagree with my friend’s assessment, and it is remarkable how far 
removed from Margaret Thatcher we have come. While it is likely that Mr. 
Trump did not pick up undecided voters, I suspect more damage was done to 
Mr. Biden. Mr. Trump played the role he has played for the past four and a half 
years – a crude, unabashed disruptor of political norms. On the other hand, Joe 
Biden, who has been largely invisible for the last few months, confirmed 
concerns of those who worry about his mental acuity. While most of his 
comments and answers were lucid, he stumbled over words and phrases, and 
his eyes, especially as time went on, took on a glazed, empty look. Mr. Trump 
is rude, while Mr. Biden is not well. The first we have known for years; the 
second we are just realizing. 

https://action4canada.com/bc-legal-action-fundraising-because-we-care-about-our-elderly/
https://action4canada.com/bc-legal-action-fundraising-because-we-care-about-our-elderly/
https://drrichswier.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0779be50ecf8e7c272e0beed1&id=d94d4f337c&e=6f9d6d9e7f


  
In what I thought was one of the better analyses of the debate, Conrad Black, 
in the New York Sun, wrote: “President Trump could have won decisively if he 
had just followed Napoleon’s famous advice not to ‘interrupt your enemy when 
he is making a mistake.’” While Mr. Biden was effective when he spoke to the 
camera, when he spoke for longer than a minute or so, his clarity became 
befogged, and he stumbled over what words came next. Thus, President 
Trump’s interruptions saved him from further embarrassment. 
  
Issues remain: COVID-19, the economy; riots in blue-run cities versus law and 
order, the Supreme Court, climate and the Green New Deal, illegal 
immigration, China, Russia and the Middle East. While voters know where Mr. 
Trump stands on these issues and what he has done, they received little insight 
as to what Mr. Biden would do. Mr. Trump was accused for not condemning 
far-right, white supremacists. That is not precisely true if one reads the 
transcript. Interestingly, Chris Wallace did not ask Mr. Biden to condemn left-
wing extremists like Antifa, which is an “idea, not an organization,” according 
to Mr. Biden. 
  
Trump was Trump, so probably did not lose many supporters. On the other 
hand, Biden, at times, looked frail and confused, though he did manage to 
cross the finish line. The fact that handshakes are forbidden in this time of 
COVID-19 removed even the perception of unity and civility.  
  
There were no winners in Tuesday’s brawl in Cleveland between two aging 
white men, but there were losers – the American people.” 
  
Thanks to Sydney M. Williams 

 

 

http://www.townhallmail.com/pvqthgsyttcbhytybyhjsbrllvbllyvsddjgkhchfvqmljq_ibyhvhdzzbgwydgymnyggg.html?a=f4e4c7c14559c484040454039e299db4


Here Are The 11 Dumbest, Most Slanted Questions 
Asked By Chris Wallace 

Chris Wallace has received negative marks for his constant interruptions of 
President Donald Trump, and for his poor time management, but the worst 
thing about his moderation of the first presidential debate on Wednesday 
were the questions he asked. Here are the 11 dumbest, most slanted 
questions asked by Wallace. 

 
https://thefederalist.com/2020/09/30/here-are-the-11-dumbest-most-

slanted-questions-asked-by-chris-wallace/ 

Judge Jeanine Pirro on America’s Future 

We are in the fight of our lives. It is a fight between good and evil, truth 
and lies, freedom and anarchy, law and order and the future of the 
greatest experiment in democracy, the United States. 

https://videos.whatfinger.com/2020/09/27/judge-jeanine-we-are-in-the-
fight-of-our-lives-will-the-greatest-human-experiment-succeed-or-fall-to-
the-left/ 

 

David Horowitz Video: The Dems' Coup Plot 

Freedom Center founder unveils the vicious war the Left is waging as the 
election nears. In this new video, Freedom Center founder David 
Horowitz appears on Eagle Countdown: America on the Brink to 
discuss "The Dems' Coup Plot." He unveils the vicious and fascistic war the 
Left is waging and what Americans have to do if they want to save their 
country and preserve their freedoms. Don't miss it! 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/09/david-horowitz-video-coup-

dems-are-plotting-frontpagemagcom/ 
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Antifa as ‘just an idea’ a bad omen for Christians in 
Joe Biden’s America 

The biggest takeaway from this debate, however, should be Biden’s 
cavalier reaction to the issue of Antifa, a well-funded group that has 
organized the rioting, looting and burning of American cities, often in 
cooperation with Black Lives Matter, another Marxist organization bent on 
the destruction of the nuclear family, our free-enterprise system and 
America as we know it. Biden refused to denounce the radical Marxist 
groups. He said Antifa was merely “an idea, not an organization.” Even if 
Antifa could be reduced to an idea, Biden couldn’t bring himself to declare 
it a bad idea.  

https://leohohmann.com/2020/09/30/antifa-as-just-an-idea-a-bad-omen-
for-christians-in-joe-bidens-america/#more-4759 

https://leohohmann.com/2020/09/30/antifa-as-just-an-idea-a-bad-omen-for-christians-in-joe-bidens-america/#more-4759
https://leohohmann.com/2020/09/30/antifa-as-just-an-idea-a-bad-omen-for-christians-in-joe-bidens-america/#more-4759


 

Black Lives Matter  

Black Appraisals of Black Lives Matter – Part II 

This multi-part series focuses on the perspectives of blacks — conservative, 
liberal or libertarian — who appraise Black Lives Matter and its agenda. The 
following selection of commentary by blacks from all walks of life — actors, 
athletes, businesspeople, civil rights activists, clergy, commentators, 
physicians and politicians — demonstrates that black public opinion is not 
monolithic, and that BLM does not speak for all African Americans. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/16560/black-lives-matter-appraisals-2 

Black Lives Matter Leaders Support Violent Riots, 
Biden Won’t Condemn Them 

If you support the violent, you support the violence. If your campaign and 
your veep help fund bail for a group bailing out rioters and an attempted 
cop-killer, you can’t claim, as Biden does, to oppose violence “across the 
board”. Until Biden publicly breaks with the Black Lives Matter movement 
and condemns its violence by name, he’s complicit in every burned store, 
every wounded cop, every terrorized child, every lost job, and every 
broken American city. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/10/black-lives-matter-leaders-
support-violent-riots-daniel-greenfield/ 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/16560/black-lives-matter-appraisals-2
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/10/black-lives-matter-leaders-support-violent-riots-daniel-greenfield/
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The Proud Boys 
Who are the Proud Boys? 
 
What earns the Proud Boys the ire of the media is their advocacy of 
Western Civilization and their free speech activism, specifically their 
confrontations with ANTIFA. While Proud Boys stay away from ANTIFA 
events, Proud Boy events inevitably draw ANTIFA presence, usually 
resulting in self-defense violence and landing the group bad press and legal 
trouble. 

 
Contrary to Chris Wallace and other Joe Biden allies, the ongoing riots are 
not the fault of any right-wing groups. Proud Boys did not attempt to 
murder Kyle Rittenhouse or burn down businesses in Kenosha, nor did they 
murder a Trump supporter in the streets of Portland. Such narratives are 
dead giveaways of journalistic malpractice and deserving of defamation 
lawsuits. According to Rittenhouse’s attorney, they are looking at just that. 
 
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/10/who_are_the_proud_b
oys.html#ixzz6ZizXsWoi 
 

A few words about The Proud Boys, who they are, 
and WHY they are 
 
The Proud Boys appeared as a group who would protect the protestors and 
escort them to their cars to make sure they were safe. Something the 
police conspicuously did not do. If one needed to compare them to any 
historical group, it would be the New York Guardian Angels of the 
Subways from the 80s. The Proud Boys were not there to start a fight but 
to protect Citizens legally protesting for freedom; something which is 
anathema to ANTIFA. But neither would they shy away from one ANTIFA 
would in all cases initiate. 
 
https://vladtepesblog.com/2020/10/01/a-few-words-about-the-proud-boys-
who-they-are-and-why-they-are/  
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Covid-19 Update 

Mask Madness 

The bottom line is this: The science, as the left likes to say, is 
settled.  Masks, particularly of the kind that are in vogue among the public, 
are theater.  For the elites that mandate their use, they are a means to 
augment their power and exert control over the masses.     

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/10/mask-madness-jack-
kerwick/ 

The Unscientific Attacks on the Science of Dr. Scott 
Atlas by Victor Davis Hanson 
 

Dr. Scott Atlas has had a distinguished career as one of world’s top 
neuroradiologists. He has become a national expert on public-health policy, 
especially in the cost-benefit analysis of government programs. After 
COVID-19 arrived in the U.S., Atlas consistently warned that government 
must follow science, not politics, in doing the least amount of harm to its 
people. He has reminded us that those under 65 rarely die from COVID-19, 
and that those infected who are younger than 20 usually do not show any 
serious symptoms. 

https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/10/scott-atlas-white-house-
coronavirus-adviser-critics-ignore-science/ 

The Media 

And here’s the rest of the story…. 
 
The late broadcaster Paul Harvey had a signature introduction to his 
commentary, “and here’s the rest of the story.” He would relate the 
interesting backstories of news that were generally about celebrities or 
news events but not widely known.  He passed away in 2009 and with the 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/10/mask-madness-jack-kerwick/
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/10/mask-madness-jack-kerwick/
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exception of a few diehard journalists, the fourth estate continues to leave 
out the pertinent facts of controversies that would completely change the 
narrative. So, consider this column, my attempt to fill in the news gap of 
the most volatile incidents that have inspired incendiary and totally 
unwarranted responses: the deaths of Michael Brown, George Floyd, Jacob 
Blake and Breonna Taylor. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/09/and_heres_the_rest_of_th
e_story.html 
 

The Environment 

Wind turbines generate mountains of waste 

Wind farms require a lot of carbon dioxide-emitting concrete, steel, 
aluminum, plastics, rare earths and other materials. They disturb natural 
air flows. They decimate bird and bat populations, and cause infrasound 
and light-flicker that impair human health, while generating relatively little 
electricity at low capacity and high cost. Dead turbine blades overwhelm 
landfills. 

https://canadafreepress.com/article/wind-turbines-generate-mountains-of-
waste 

The Real Cost of Wind and Solar 
 
No utility would buy $80 renewable electricity to replace $15 fossil fuel 
electricity. A stand-alone, enterprise wind or solar plant would be a huge 
economic failure because there would be no market for overpriced 
electricity. The entire renewable electricity industry is actually a 
government boondoggle. Neither, is renewable electricity an economic 
method for reducing CO2 emissions as has been made clear by the most 
important proselytizers for global warming such as Climate Scientists for 
Nuclear. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/09/the_real_cost_of_wind
_and_solar.html 
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Around the World 

China 

Bubonic Plague Rages in Inner Mongolia, Suspected 
Case Reported in Yunnan 
 
While the COVID-19 pandemic has not ceased, the bubonic 
plague continues to rage in Inner Mongolia. Now a suspected case of 
bubonic plague has also been reported in Yunnan Province. The local area 
has activated a “level 4” alert for plague prevention, and has conducted 
massive testing on patients with fever. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/bubonic-plague-rages-in-inner-mongolia-
suspected-case-reported-in-yunnan_3519844.html 
 

The United States 

Senators Overlooked Radical Record of Ruth Bader 
Ginsburg 

 
Welcome to the extremist views spelled out in a lengthy paper trail. 
Liberals are trying to make a federal case out of Roberts’ membership or 
non-membership in the Federalist Society. But Ginsburg had been the 
general counsel for the American Civil Liberties Union, which, unlike the 
Federalist Society, litigates to bring about leftist and even radical goals. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/09/senators-overlooked-radical-
record-ruth-bader-frontpagemagcom/ 

Outside Democrat enclaves, there's so much 
goodness in America – an uplifting story! 

Newey wasn't delivering pizzas just to get out of the house.  He was doing 
it because he couldn't manage on his Social Security check.  That's why he 
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started crying when he saw the generous gift the Valdezes handed him. 
When you watch Antifa and BLM stirring up hate and acting violent, 
remember that these awful people are not who we are.  Do what the 
Valdezes did: be kind to someone.  Through your action and the other 
person's response, you'll be reminded what America is really about. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/09/outside_of_democrat_encl
aves_theres_so_much_goodness_in_america.html#ixzz6Z9wemHSh 
 

The Global Jihad Rolls On 
 
Many people are asking UTT: “Is there a reason the jihadis have been 
quiet lately?” Quiet? Just because CNN or Fox News are not reporting it 
does not mean it is not happening. The following is a PARTIAL list of 
Islamic Movement/JIHADI activity in the U.S. and beyond over the last 
eleven (11) days: 

https://www.understandingthethreat.com/the-global-jihad-rolls-on/ 

Other Articles 

The Global Trap: From Marx to Murray 

The attack – by Westerners – on Western beliefs and values never slows 
down. The “Hippie Revolution” damaged the lives of so many Baby 
Boomers. The Church has reduced itself to infantilism. PhDs are handed 
out to students who can only be described as illiterate. Electronic devices 
destroy our attention span, reduce direct contact among humans, and turn 
everything into “virtual reality.” 

https://westernerawake.blogspot.com/2020/09/the-global-trap.html 

The Four Young Men Who May Help Carry Our 
Nation through These Tough Times 

Now a new set of young men is showing a new direction, a new 
"cool."  Although they are unfamiliar with each other and rose to national 
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prominence in different situations, similar themes run through their 
actions.  They are Nick Sandmann, who coolly stood his ground and 
maintained his dignity when verbally accosted in person by an antagonistic 
protester — and again when the media tried to paint him as the 
aggressor; Kyle Rittenhouse, who coolly protected himself under fire 
against a mob of criminals hell-bent on harming him during the Kenosha 
riot; and Brady Williams and Jarad Bentley, two high school football players 
who resolutely stuck up for their principles by carrying flags representing 
the police and firefighters onto the field before a game on September 11. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/09/the_four_young_men_
who_may_help_carry_our_nation_through_these_tough_times.html 

If Conservatives Had a George Floyd 

Jake Gardner, a former Marine and decorated Iraq War vet, is dead. But I 
don't call it suicide. This was murder. A Marine war hero was murdered by 
liberals, Black Lives Matter and the vile, vicious, prejudiced prosecutor 
Frederick Franklin. This tragic and terrible story is our George Floyd on 
steroids. This is Exhibit A for everything wrong with America, liberalism, 
George Soros-funded prosecutors and judges, and the Marxist group Black 
Lives Matter. 

https://townhall.com/columnists/wayneallynroot/2020/09/27/if-
conservatives-had-a-george-floyd-n2576976 

YouTubes 

I Love America Too Much to Stay Silent 
 
Nestride Yumga experienced real corruption and civil rights abuses in 
Africa. Then she came to America, the land of opportunity, education, and 
freedom. So when Black Lives Matter protests declared America guilty of 
systemic racism and injustice, she knew she had to defend her adoptive 
country. 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1Aj9YnKXIs 
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ACT! For Canada 

 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/ 

 

Without your help, our vital work in waging 

this battle of ideas would not be possible. 

 Remember:  Freedom is never free. Please make a donation. 
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